Resource materials supporting the Lambeth College projects
Made by

Beth Mead
Some teaching ideas for developing computer coding creatively
These are based on a constructionist model, and are applicable to many age groups
The new National Curriculum in Computing has already inspired some very good
coding work in our UK primary schools. This part of the web site includes some
examples of teaching resources specially made for the coding projects presented
here on World Ecitizens. These teaching materials were created for Lambeth
College, by a Year 5-6 pupil (as at summer 2018) Beth Mead, from a south London
primary school.
Computer coding concepts
Beth was asked to write a series of short stories for children, designed to illustrate a
computer science concept in everyday life. She completed six stories in all. Many
primary school teachers use analogy to introduce the concept of algorithms to their
young students, often as a cake or biscuit recipe, so the idea of seeing computing
concepts in the world around us is already familiar to these teachers.
With some guidance, Beth (aged only nine years at the start of the project) added a
range of original animal and human characters to the storylines, using PowerPoint
and Paint files. These characters included her own dog, Maisy (see Biscuit story page,
below), and her Auntie Justine’s cat, Malika (see Maisy saves Malika game, below),
all in delightful cartoon form.
A title page:

To make the stories more engaging, Beth gave the characters different personalities,
including character faults such as impatience, (Shakespeare’s idea, not Beth’s) and
created the dialogue for them to speak. She wrote the stories in appropriately
simple language, using short sentences, with very few sentences to each page.
Sample pages:

And later, this planning work was successful, and Maisy’s dog friend could now
dance:

These coding stories were then “field tested” on her younger siblings, on her school
friends, (Thanks, Anna D. and Anna O.!) and on the Lambeth College students. Other
stories in the series illustrated concepts such as If, Then, Else, and Boolean logic.
One of the six stories was translated by Beth into Czech, using Google translate. The
Czech was then checked (Slabý vtip!), by friends at the Charles University in Prague:

Associated Resources Using Scratch
Beth then set about creating some coding games using Scratch 2 to illustrate
important events in these stories. In the game below, Maisy, Beth’s own dog, has to
rescue Malika, who is stuck up a tree.
Maisy saves Malika Game

Images from these games, and others, were then added as pages in the final stories.

Bone Hunt Game

These games therefore reinforced the computer concepts in the stories.
Bone Hunt story page:

The Scratch games and the PowerPoint stories were thus fully integrated.
Note:

How to impress OFSTED, and save money on expensive computer coding courses
We have to teach literacy; we have to use ICT; and we need to develop new coding
skills.
Why not ask your own KS2 or KS3 pupils to write stories illustrating a computer
coding concept, and to develop them with PowerPoint, Word, MovieMaker, or more
ambitously, using Scratch (free!), or Python (free!)?.........
Here are some ideas that really work:
See:
http://www.literacyfromscratch.org.uk/
Lesson plans:
http://www.literacyfromscratch.org.uk/teaching/introduction.htm
Or, for a fantastically imaginative project, with lesson plans:
http://www.literacyfromscratch.org.uk/teaching/bookworm.htm
For a KS1 project, see:
http://www.literacyfromscratch.org.uk/teaching/using_scratch.htm
For algorithms see:
http://www.literacyfromscratch.org.uk/teaching/algorithms.htm
And so on….. Just use the search engine on the top left hand side of the pages.
Healthy Eating project at Lambeth College
The next project was designed to introduce the new cohort of Lambeth students to
Scratch 2 as a presentation tool. This was the development of a much earlier
Lambeth College/MirandaNet project about Healthy Eating, with recipes produced by
secondary school pupils using PowerPoint, in 2007. The original project is available
from the MirandaNet archive at:
http://www.mirandanet.org.uk/resources/healthy_eating.htm
These materials are still in use.
In order to introduce the Lambeth students to Scratch 2, and to link the project back
to health eating needs, Beth created a simple Sandwich game for them to play.

The idea was that the students could:
a. Be introduced to elementary coding, and
b. Change the ingredients of the sandwich

The 2018 Lambeth College group, with tutor Lloyd (blue t-shirt) and William (Teaching Assistant, back left)

Sandwich Game

In the game, you click on the ingredients that you want to include in the sandwich, or
replace the items with your own choice of ingredients.

Penguin Game (pictures and sounds)

This is a fun game, created by Beth to show how pictures and sound files can be
coded to run simultaneously.
This leads naturally on to:
Making Spaghetti Bolognese
For the most recent completed project, the Life Skills students were not only asked
to cook and eat spaghetti in their college kitchen, but also to re-create their detailed
cooking method, using Scratch 2. This was so that future cooking groups, in the
college kitchen, could use the finished files, displayed there on the Whiteboard, as
part of their cookery lessons, as well as developing coding skills, and healthy eating
habits. There is a short video below that shows this.
Beth, now in Year 6, therefore created a Scratch 2 “shell file”, below, with BACK and
NEXT buttons to help the Lambeth students organise their own cookery
photographs, and their voice-over sound files. The pictures were taken in the college
kitchen:

Accompanying sound files for each picture were then recorded by each student.
These files explained what is happening in each picture:

A constructionist method
The students cooked the meals in the kitchen, photographed the cooking process
and materials, sequenced the photographs (See separate pages), created voice-over
sound files as step by step instructions for future cooks, retrieved these files from the
college Moodle, matched up their own choice of pictures and sound files using
Scratch, and dropped them into Beth’s shell file, seen above.

Lloyd using a Scratch file created by a student (short video)
The video includes sound files made by a variety of the students.
As well as being part of a plenary teaching session, the video shows how Lloyd, in the
future, would be using a finished Scratch file on the Whiteboard in the college
kitchen, to indicate the steps needed by the next tranche of college students (2018 –
2019) to make Spaghetti Bolognese. The current 2018 cohort is thus creating
support materials for future college student groups, as well as developing their
sequencing and coding skills, through a healthy eating project.
And having fun learning.

The next coding project in the series is called:
Literacy from Python
Or, Python for story-telling
This project is currently under development. Based on the Literacy from Scratch
constructionist model, it aims to help students and teachers to meet the
requirements of the National Curriculum in Computing, involving the learning of a
second, text-based computer program. Python, an ideal program choice adopted by
many secondary schools, is used in this coding project as a simple word-processor,
to write stories, to add mathematical elements, and to create times tables and
patterns. This process links English, ICT, Mathematics, and Computing (computer
coding with Python) in a simple, introductory, cross-curricular project. Example:

Download the Python story file here
You will recognise the main story character, Maisy, Beth’s dog.
And Beth, the Python programmer, now an almost geriatric 11 year-old!
(Sorry, Beth!)
Beth and I are currently working to see how computer graphics, made using Python,
might be incorporated into the stories, as illustrations. We need to add more crosscurricular elements.

